
Please remember to mark the date of installation and 
replacement date on the sticker provided in the box.

WM FilterReplacement Reminder
Model No. 
Installation Date
Replacement Date
(Estimated 3 yrs from installation date)

1 Please locate   
 faucet and 
 remove the 
 aerator.

2 Connect diverter to faucet.
 It may be required to use one of the adaptor • 

rings provided. (Ensure the appropriate O-Ring is        
installed between the faucet head and the adaptor 
and between the adaptor and the diverter) 
Do not discard any parts in the event that they are • 
needed after a remodel or if you are traveling.

 
 

3   Take plastic tubing that is connected to the diverter.      •
 Feed tubing through bottom hole and push into plastic fitting.

To ensure tubing is secure, pull on tubing and make sure it does
not come back out.
If you need to remove tubing, push tubing in while pressing on
o-ring of fitting. Then while still pushing on o-ring pull tubing out.

•

 
•

4 Insert faucet into   
 the top of the filter.   
 You may need to   
 rotate the spout   
 while applying    
 pressure to ensure   
 proper installation.
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Enjoy clean drinking water!

239.643.2215 www.wmfilter.com

5 DO NOT forget to FLUSH the filter before using.
 Place the filter in the sink.• 
 Turn the water on at 1/4 pressure and activate the diverter. This will saturate the filter with   • 
 water. Wait till water starts to come out of the spout.
 Turn your faucet to half pressure and allow the water to run for 5 to 10 minutes. This process  • 
 should remove all the carbon dust. Please repeat the process if you are seeing carbon dust. 
   
 

Note: Your water may come out cloudy when first installed. You are perfectly safe, this is just air trapped in   
 the filter. It could take up to 2 weeks for the unit to fully be saturated with water.

Cold Water Only!

50CT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS


